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Planting & Harvesting

One Indicator for Two Seasons;
Planting and Harvesting
Accurate planting and
harvest data to improve
your bottom line and the
efficiency of your operation.
Avery Weigh-Tronix’s Field Foreman
software for the 3060 touchscreen
indicator provides a single solution for
your planting and harvesting needs.

3060 Touchscreen Indicator
WITH FIELD FOREMAN SOFTWARE
The advanced 3060 Indicator features a touchscreen interface
for full control of the Field Foreman software. This data
management solution consists of Field Foreman software
with planting and harvesting apps for the 3060 and the Field
Foreman PC program. This unique software program has
powerful data collection and export capabilities.
INDICATOR PLANTING APP
›› Track individual hopper/probox weights:
Track up to eight individual hopper or probox
container weights for your seed tender with
the existing single scale system.
›› Easily fill planter hoppers evenly: Enter
custom capacity information for each planter
on your operation to fill evenly or to your
desired customized capacity.
›› Reduce seed cleanout and eliminate risk of
running out of seed
›› Measure seed used between farms and
partnerships: Knowing how much seed
has been used is vital to ensure your farm
is running at optimum efficiency. The Field
Foreman planting app allows you to easily
measure the seed used across farms and
partnerships at a click of a button.
›› Easily track Hybrid type and Hybrid lot
number by field: Notes on hybrid selections
can be stored in the Seed tender application,

allowing you to make decisions that lead to
higher yields and profits.
›› Easily calculate planter target load size
by entering in acres and seeds per acre
›› Custom alerts avoid overfilling: Set an
alarm to automatically sound and the screen
to flash once half way point is met when
loading a 2 hopper planter.
›› Easily track which seed treatments where
used by field: With the ability to select from
a list of user defined seed treatments and
fields, knowing which treatments where used
for each field cobmined wiith Field Foreman’s
harvest data provides valuable information.
›› Optional Smart Gate feature: SmartGate is an
optional kit which can control a seed tender’s
electric or electric over hydraulic auger gate or
auger. Once a target gross weight is reached,
SmartGate automatically sends out an output
to stop the auger or close the gate, helping to
eliminate human error and potential overloading.
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INDICATOR
HARVESTING APP
›› SmartLoad auto start
and auto save function:
SmartLoad senses the
change in weight when a
grain cart starts unloading and automatically starts
recording the transaction from the original starting
weight. Once it senses the weight has stopped
dropping it auto saves the transaction. SmartLoad
eliminates the need to press start and save for
transactions and greatly reduces the chance for
human error, resulting in more accurate harvest
data of your valuable commodities.
›› Simple entry of field, grain type, acres, hybrid,
delivery truck, and delivery location data.
›› ID field can be customized to your operation’s
needs. For example you can track all combines
individually so you can compare how they are
performing on a daily basis.
›› Record storage location inventories by tracking
how much grain is delivered. If moisture % is
entered for every load the average moisture % for
each location is automatically figured.
›› Custom reports: on the touch screen, printed, or
exported via USB.
›› Optional Smart Gate feature: SmartGate is an optional kit which can control an electric over hydraulic
auger gate or auger. Once a truck’s target gross
weight is reached, SmartGate automatically closes
the auger gate or stops the auger, helping to eliminate human error and potential truck overloading.

PC SOFTWARE APP
Field Foreman PC is a software program for Windows
that manages data on 3060 indicators powered by
Field Foreman software. Manage data from multiple
grain carts or seed tenders from one PC, eliminating
redundant data entry/management.
The flexibility and data tracking abilities of Field
Foreman PC are industry leading. Field Foreman PC
features 5 default harvest reports; Transactions, Fields,
Hybrids, Delivery Locations, and Trucks. Custom Data
filters can be saved so the producer can customize
specific harvest or planting information that meets
their operation’s needs. Each crop year can easily
be archived creating an easy to reference record for
insurance claims and production history.
Reporting
›› Create, print and save reports in PDF format or
export data to Excel.
›› Filtering function narrows down the information
required in reporting; select any combination of
data fields and create a customized report.
›› Name and save a custom data filter to be reused
when new transactions are imported.
›› Export filtered data to Excel or XML formats for use
in other PC applications.
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